
A Grid-based Parallel MapleDana Petu1;2, Diana Dubu1;2, Marin Paprzyki3;41 Computer Siene Department, Western University of Timi�soara, Romania2 Institute e-Austria, Timi�soara, Romania,3 Computer Siene Department, Oklahoma State University, USA,4 Computer Siene Department, SWPS, Warsaw, Polandfpetu,ddubug�info.uvt.ro, marin.paprzyki�swps.edu.plAbstrat. Popularity and suess of omputational grids will depend,among others, on the availability of appliation software. Maple2g isa grid-oriented extension of Maple. One of its omponents allows theaess of grid servies within Maple, while another one use of multipleomputational units. The latter omponent is disussed in this paper.It is based on a master-slave paradigm, and it is implemented usingGlobus Toolkit GT3, mpiJava and MPICH-G2. Preliminary experimentsare reported and disussed. These are proving that a reasonable timeredution of omputational-intensive appliations written in Maple anbe obtained by using multiple kernels running on di�erent grid sites.1 IntrodutionComputer algebra systems (CAS) an be suessfully used in prototyping sequen-tial algorithms for symbolial or numerial solution of mathematial problems aswell as eÆiently utilized as prodution software in large domain of sienti� andengineering appliations. It is espeially in the latter ontext, when omputation-ally intensive problems arise. Obviously, suh appliations of CAS an beomeless time onsuming if an eÆient method of utilizing multiple omputationalunits is available. This an be ahieved in a number of ways: (a) parallelisationprovided \inside" of a CAS or (b) parallelization failitated by the environmentin whih multiple opies of the CAS are exeuting; furthermore, utilization ofmultiple omputational units an our through () omputations taking plaeon a parallel omputer, or (d) utilization of distributed resoures (i.e. grid basedomputing). Sine oarse grain parallelism has been proved to be eÆient inan interpreted omputation environment suh as the CAS, in this paper we arepartiularly interested in the ase of running multiple opies of the CAS workingtogether within a grid. To be able to failitate this model of parallelism, a CASinterfae to a message-passing library is needed and in our researh we havedeveloped suh an interfae for Maple.Maple is a popular mathematial software that provides an easy to use inter-fae to solve ompliated problems and to visualize the results of omputations.Our main reason for hoosing Maple is that, despite its robustness and userfriendliness, we were not able to loate e�orts to link Maple with grids. Se-ond, it is well known that Maple exels other CAS in solving seleted lasses of



problems like systems of nonlinear equations or inequalities [11℄. Furthermore,Maple has already a soket library for ommuniating over the Internet. Finally,distributed versions of Maple have been reently reported in [6℄ and [9℄.We intend to provide an environment where utilization of multiple omputa-tional units is possible within the Maple environment suh that the programmerdoes not have to leave the familiar CAS interfae. While several parallel or dis-tributed versions of Maple, mentioned in Setion 2, were developed for lusters ofomputers, our goal is to \port" Maple to the omputational grid. Suess of ourprojet will allow multiple grid users with Maple installed on their omputers,to pool their resoures and form a distributed Maple environment.We have therefore proeeded to develop Maple2g: the grid-wrapper for Maple.It onsists of two parts: one whih is CAS-dependent and another, whih isgrid-dependent. In this way, any hange in the CAS or the grid needs to bereeted only in one part of the proposed system. The CAS-dependent part isrelatively simple and an easily be ported to support another CAS or a legayode. Maple2g should therefore be portable to any new ommerial version ofMaple, inluding the Soket pakage. The system only relies on basi interfaes tothe Maple kernel. More details about Maple2g arhiteture are given in Setion 3.We ontinue by desribing, in Setion 4, the proposed approah to distributedomputing. Finally, results of our experiments are presented in Setion 5, whileonlusions and future improvements are enumerated in Setion 6.2 Parallel and distributed versions of MapleWith the inreasing popularity of parallel and distributed omputing, researhershave been attempting at building support for parallel omputing into Maple. Weare aware of the following attempts to supplement Maple with parallel and/ordistributed omputation features.kMaplek is a portable system for parallel symboli omputations built as aninterfae between the parallel programming language Strand and Maple [10℄. Su-garbush ombines the parallelism of C/Linda with Maple [2℄. Maple was portedalso to the Intel Paragon arhiteture [1℄. Five message passing primitive wereadded to the kernel and used to implement a master-slave relationship amongstthe nodes. The manager ould spawn several workers and asynhronously awaitthe results. Finally, FoxBox provides an MPI-ompliant distribution meha-nism allowing parallel and distributed exeution of FoxBox programs; it hasa lient/server style interfae to Maple [3℄.All these attempts took plae in the 1990th and are all but forgotten. Inreent years we observe a renewed interest parallel/distributed Maple.Distributed Maple is a portable system for writing parallel programs inMaple, whih allows to reate onurrent tasks and have them exeuted byMaple kernels running on separate networked omputers. A on�gurable pro-gram written in Java starts and onnets external omputation kernels on va-rious mahines and shedules onurrent tasks for exeution on them. A smallMaple pakage implements an interfae to the sheduler and provides a highlevel parallel programming model for Maple [9℄.



Parallel Virtual Maple (PVMaple) was developed to allow several indepen-dent Maple kernels on various mahines onneted by a network to ooperate insolving a problem. This is ahieved by wrapping Maple into an external systemwhih takes are of the parallel exeution of tasks: a speial binary is responsiblefor the message exhanges between Maple proesses, oordinates the interationbetween Maple kernels via PVM daemons, and shedules tasks among nodes [6℄.A Maple library implements a set of parallel programming ommands in Maplemaking the onnetions with the ommand messenger. The design priniples arevery similar to those of the Distributed Maple.The above mentioned parallel or distributed Maple projets make use ofmessage-passing for interproessor ommuniation and provide message-passinginterfaes to the user. Commands, like send and reeive, are available so thata user an write a parallel Maple program using the message-passing program-ming model. These ommands are implemented either in user written subrou-tines allable by Maple or in sript �les written in Maple's native programminglanguage. They utilize low level message-passing routines from the standardMPI/PVM libraries, simple ommuniation funtions, or �le synhronizationfuntions (in the ase of a ommuniation via a shared �le system). Atually, ex-isting parallel/distributed versions Maple an be regarded as a message-passingextension of Maple. A reent more omprehensive desription of the availableparallel and distributed versions of Maple an be found in [9℄.None of the attempts at adding parallel/distributed features to Maple, thatwe were able to loated tried to introdue Maple to the grids. It is the latter ideathat beame fous of our work. Our experiments with PVMaple showed suÆ-ient eÆieny in solving large problems to follow this design paths in Maple2gdevelopment. As will be seen below, the later has similar failities with PVMaple.3 Maple2g arhitetureRewriting a CAS kernel in order to supplement its funtionality with grid a-pabilities an be a ompliated and high-ost solution. Wrapping the existingCAS kernel in an interfae between the grid, the user and the CAS an be donerelatively easily as an added funtionality to the CAS. In addition, it an also beadapted on-the-y when new versions of the CAS in question beome available.In this way Maple2g is a prototype grid-enabling wrapper for Maple.Maple2g allows the onnetion between Maple and omputational grids basedon the Globus Toolkit. The prototype onsists of two parts. A CAS-dependentpart (m2g) is the Maple library of funtions allowing the Maple user to interatwith the grid or luster middleware. A grid-dependent part (MGProxy) is themiddleware, a pakage of Java lasses, ating as interfae between m2g and thegrid environment. The m2g funtions are implemented in the Maple language,and they all MGProxy whih aesses the Java CoG API [5℄. A preliminarydesription of fundamental Maple2g onepts is present in [7℄.Maple2g has three operating modes: user mode, for external grid-servie a-ess, server mode, for exposing Maple failities as grid servies, and parallel modefor parallel omputations in Maple using the grid.



In the urrent version of Maple2g we have implemented a minimal set offuntions allowing the aess to the grid servies:m2g onnet(): onnetion via Java COG to the grid;m2g getservie(; l): searh for a servie  and retrieve its loation l;m2g jobsubmit(t; ): job submission on the grid based of the ommand ;m2g results(t): retrieve the results of the submitted job labeled t.More details about the implementation of the grid servies aess proeduresfrom Maple illustrated by several examples an be found in [8℄. Let us nowproeed to present some details of utilizing Maple2g in parallel on the grid.4 Coupling Maple kernels over grid - Maple2g approahThe omputational power of a CAS an be augmented by using several otherCAS kernels (the same or di�erent CASs) when the problem to be solved anbe split between these kernels or a distributed-memory parallel method is usedin order to solve it. The usage of a standard message-passing interfae for inter-kernel ommuniation allows the portability of the parallel version of a CAS inpartiular an easy deployment on lusters and grids (Figure 1).The two extreme approahes to design the interation with the message-passing interfae are minimal, respetively full, aess to the funtions of themessage-passing interfae. In the �rst ase the set of funtions is restrited tothose allowing to send ommands and reeive results from the remote kernels.In the seond ase it is possible to enhane the CAS with parallel or distributedomputing failities, allowing the aess of the CAS to other parallel odes thanthe ones written in the CAS language (the message-passing interfae an be usedas interpreter between parallel odes written in di�erent languages). The �rstapproah has been followed in our Maple2g prototype.Parallel odes using MPI as the message-passing interfae an be easily por-ted to grid environments due to the existene of the MPICH-G2 version whihruns on top of the Globus Toolkit. On other hand, the latest Globus Toolkit GT3is built in Java, and the Java lients are easier to write. This being the ase, weseleted mpiJava as the message-passing interfae between Maple kernels.In Maple2g a small number of ommands have been implemented and madeavailable to the user, for sending ommands to other Maple kernels and forreeiving their results (Table 1).
Fig. 1. Coupling CAS kernels over the grid using a master-slave approah



Table 1. Maple2g funtions/onstants for remote proess launh/ommuniationsFuntion/onst. Desriptionm2g maple(p) Starts p proesses MGProxy in parallel modesm2g send(d; t; ) Send at the destination d a message labeled t ontaining the ommand; d, t are numbers, , a string; when d is "all",  is send to all kernelsm2g rev(s; t) Reeive from the soure s a message ontaining the results from thea previous ommand labeled t; when s is 'all', a list is returned withthe results from all kernels whih have exeuted the ommand tm2g rank MGProxy rank in the MPI World, an be used in a ommandm2g size Number of MGProxy proesses, an be used in a ommand
Fig. 2. From a m2g ommand to a grid requestMaple2g failities are similar to those introdued in the PVMaple [6℄. Theuser's Maple interfae is seen as the master proess, while the other Maple kernelsare working in a slave mode. Command sending is possible not only from theuser's Maple interfae, but also from one kernel to another (i.e. a user ommandan ontain inside a send/reeive ommand between slaves).Figure 2 shows how the m2g maple ommand is translated in a grid request.MGProxy is ativated from user's Maple interfae with several other MG-Proxy opies by m2g maple ommand. The opy with the rank 0 enters in usermode and normally runs in the user environment, while the others enter in servermode. Communiation between di�erent MGProxy opies is done via mpiJava.5 Test resultsWe have tested the feasibility of Maple2g approah to development of distributedMaple appliations on a small grid based on 6 Linux omputers from two loa-tions: 4 PCs loated in Timisoara, Romania; eah with a 1.5 GHz P4 proessorand 256 Mb of memory, onneted via a Myrinet swith at full 2Gb/s and 2 om-puters loated at the RISC Institute in Linz5; one with a P4 proessor runningat 2.4 GHz and 512 Mb, and a portable PC with a 1.2 GHz PIII proessor and512 Mb, onneted through a standard (relatively slow) Internet onnetion.Note that the one of the possible goals of using the Maple kernels on the gridis to redue the omputation time (it is not to obtain an optimal runtime, like5 In the frame of the IeAT projet supported by Austrian Ministries BMBWK projetno. GZ 45.527/1-VI/B/7a/02, BMWA projet GZ no. 98.244/1-I/18/02



>with(m2g); m2g_MGProxy_start();[m2g_onnet,m2g_getservie,m2g_jobstop,m2g_jobsubmit,m2g_maple,m2g_rank,m2g_rev,m2g_results,m2g_send,m2g_size,m2g_MGProxy_end,m2g_MGProxy_start℄Grid onnetion established>p:=4: a:=1: b:=2000: m2g_maple(n);Connet kernel 1: suessfulConnet kernel 2: suessfulConnet kernel 3: suessfulConnet kernel 4: suessful>m2g_send("all",1,at("s:=NULL:a:=",a,":b:=",b,": for i from a+m2g_rank"," to b by m2g_size do if isprime(i*2^i-1) then s:=s,i fi od: s;"):>m2g_rev("all",1);[[81,249℄,[2,6,30,362,462,822℄,[3,75,115,123,751℄,[384,512℄℄>m2g_MGProxy_end();Grid onnetion losedFig. 3. Maple2g ode and its results searhing all the Woodall primes in [a; b℄on a luster or a parallel omputer. When a grid user exeutes a parallel Mapleprogram, other omputers typially beome available as \slaves". Taking intoaount the possible relative slowness of the Internet (and unpreditable on-netion lateny), it would be ostly to pass data frequently among the omputa-tional nodes. This being the ase, the best possible eÆieny for embarrassinglyparallel problems; for example, when eah slave node reeives a work pakage,performs the required omputation, and sends the results bak to the master.In what follows we present two examples of suh omputations, whih thereforean be treated as the \best ase" senarios.There are several odes available on Internet to solve in parallel open pro-blems like �nding prime numbers of spei� form [4℄. For example, urrentlythe Woodall numbers, the primes of the form i2i � 1, are searhed in the inter-val [105; 106℄. Figure 3 presents the Maple2g ode and its results searhing theWoodall primes in a given interval [a; b℄ using p = 4 Maple omputational units.A seond example involves graphial representation of results of a omputa-tion. Given a polynomial equation, we ount the number of Newton iterationsneessary to ahieve a solution with a predesribed preision and starting from aspei� value on the omplex plane. If we ompute these numbers for the pointsof a retangular grid in a omplex plane, and then we interpret them as olors,we may obtain a piture similar to that from Figure 4. The same �gure displaysthe Maple2g ode in the ase of using 4 kernels; vertial slies of the grid areequally distributed among these kernels.We have run our experiments on two basi ombinations of available ompu-ters. First, using 4 mahines lustered in Timi�soara and, seond, using 2 mahinesin Timi�soara and 2 in Linz. We have experimented with a number of possibleapproahes to the solution of the two problems, where both problems ome in twodi�erent sizes representing a \small" and a \large" problem. Table 2 summarizesthe results and the notations used there refers to the following ase studies:Sequential: the Woodall prime list and the plot were onstruted without anysplitting tehnique and the results ome form one of the PC's in Timi�soara.



>with(m2g): m2g_MGProxy_start(); no_pros:=4;>m2g_maple(no_pros): d:="all";>m2g_send(d,1,"f:=x->x^7+x^6+5*x^5+3*x^4+87*x^3+231*x^2+83*x+195:"):>m2g_send(d,2,"newton:=pro(x,y) loal z,dif,m;dif:=1; z:=evalf(x+y*I);for m to 30 while abs(dif)>0.1*10^(-8) dodif:=f(z)/D(f)(z); z:=z-dif od; m end:");>m2g_send(d,3,"plot3d(0,-5+10*m2g_rank/m2g_size..-5+10*(m2g_rank+1)/m2g_size, -5..5, grid=[160/m2g_size,160℄,style=pathnogrid,orientation=[90,0℄,olor=`newton`);"):>plots[display3d℄(m2g_rev(d,3)); m2g_MGProxy_end();Fig. 4. Maple2g ode and the graphial result in measuring the levels of Newton ite-rations to solve in the omplex plane a polynomial equation of degree sevenIdeal: the maximum possible redution of the time using p proessors;Cyle: the Woodall prime list or the plot were onstruted in a sequential man-ner, but in a yle with p steps. The time per step is variable. We registeredthe maximum of the time value of eah step (on a luster's PC).MPI-luster: The odes from the Figs. 3 and 4 are used on p proessors of theluster; here mpiJava is installed over MPICH version; Globus is not used.G2-luster: Same odes were used on p proessors of the luster in Timi�soara,here mpiJava is installed over MPICH-G2 using Globus Toolkit 3.0.G2-net: Same odes were used on p di�erent proessors running the mpiJavabased on MPICH-G2: in the ase of p = 2, one PC in Timi�soara and thefaster mahine in Linz are used; in the ase of p = 4, two PC's in Timi�soaraand two omputers in Linz are used. The parallel eÆieny is omputed.Overall, it an be said that a reasonable parallel eÆieny for the larger problemhas been ahieved: for the Woodall primes: 73% for 2 proessors and 44% for 4proessors; for Newton iteration visualization: 75% for 2 proessors and 40% for 4proessors. As expeted, eÆieny is improving as the problem size is inreasing.At the same time the results are somewhat disturbing when one onsidersthe urrent state of grid omputing. On the loal luster, the results based onTable 2. Time resultsProblem Woodall primes Newton iterationsp Implementation [a; b℄=[1,2000℄ [a; b℄=[1,4000℄ grid=160 � 160 grid=300� 3001 Sequential 236 s 3190 s 208 s 1804 s2 Ideal 118 s 1595 s 104 s 902 sCyle 122 s 1643 s 105 s 911 sMPI-luster 135 s 1725 s 123 s 1020 sG2-luster 153 s 1846 s 138 s 1071 sG2-net 185 s 2197 s 160 s 1199 s4 Ideal 59 s 797 s 52 s 451 sCyle 65 s 885 s 55 s 473 sMPI-luster 79 s 1027 s 73 s 654 sG2-luster 107 s 1263 s 94 s 784 sG2-net 160 s 1831 s 138 s 1129 s



mpiJava and MPICH are substantially better than these obtained when thempiJava and MPICH-G2 are used. This indiates a onsiderable ineÆienyin the MPICH-G2 pakage. Furthermore, our results indiate that urrently,realisti appliation of grids over the Internet makes sense only for very largeand easy to parallelize problems (like seti�home). For instane, when mahinesresiding at two sites were onneted then the eÆieny dropped by about 18%.Obviously, in this ase this is not the problem with the grid tools, but withthe Internet itself. However, sine the grid is hailed as the future omputationalinfrastruture, and sine our two problems represented the best ase senario,it should be lear to everyone that, unfortunately, we are far away from theultimate goal of the grid paradigm.6 Conlusions and future developmentsAt this stage, the proposed extension of Maple exists as a demonstrator system.Maple2g preserves the regular Maple instrution set and only add several newinstrutions. Further work is neessary to make it a more omprehensive pakageand to ompare it with similar tools build for lusters. In this paper we haveshown that utilizing Maple2g allows developing grid-based parallel appliations.Our initial test have also indiated satisfatory eÆieny of Maple2g, espeiallywhen native MPI tools are used (instead of their Globus based onuterparts). Inthe near future we plan intensive tests on grids on a large domain of problems tohelp guide further development of the system. Among others, the master-slaverelationship between nodes will be extended to allow slaves to beome mastersthemselves and thus failitate the development of hierarhial grid appliations.Referenes1. Bernardin, L.: Maple on a massively parallel, distributed memory mahine. InPros. 2nd Int. Symp. on Parallel Symboli Computation,Hawaii (1997), 217-222.2. Char B. W.: Progress report on a system for general-purpose parallel symbolialgebrai omputation. In ISSAC '90, ACM Press, New York (1990).3. Diaz A., Kartofen E.: FoxBox: a system for manipulating symboli objets in blakbox representation. In ISSAC '98, ACM Press, New York (1998).4. Internet-based Distributed Computing Projets, www.aspenleaf.om/distributed/.5. Java CoG Kit, http://www-unix.globus.org/og/java/.6. Petu D.: PVMaple { a distributed approah to ooperative work of Maple pro-esses. In LNCS 1908, eds. J.Dongarra et al., Springer (2000), 216{2247. Petu D., Dubu D., Paprzyki M.: Towards a grid-aware omputer algebra system,In LNCS 3036, eds. M.Bubak, J.Dongarra, Springer (2004), 490{494.8. Petu D., Dubu D., Paprzyki, M.: Extending Maple to the grid: design and im-plementation. Pros. ISPDC'2004, Cork, July 5-7, 2004, IEEE series, in print.9. Shreiner W.,Mittermaier C.,Bosa K.: Distributed Maple{parallel omputer alge-bra in networked environments.J.Symb.Comp.35(3),Aademi Pr.(2003),305{347.10. Siegl K.: Parallelizing algorithms for symboli omputation using kMaplek. InPros. 4th ACM SIGPLAN Symp. ACM Press, San Diego (1993), 179{186.11. Wester M.: A ritique of the mathematial abilities of CA systems. In CASs - APratial Guide, ed. M.Wester, J.Wiley (1999), math.unm.edu/~wester/as review


